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 .Let k be a field and let FL n, k denote the variety of full flags on an
n-dimensional vector space over k. This variety can also be identified with
 .the quotient GrB where G s GL n, k , and B is the subgroup consisting
 w x.of all upper-triangular matrices. It is well known that e.g., see 7
 .FL n, k can be decomposed, in a canonical way, into n! affine cells. A
 .Schubert subvariety of FL n, k is, by definition, the zariski-closure of
w xsuch an affine cell. We employ the notation of 7 in the following
discussion. Let W denote the affine cell corresponding to the permutationt
t g S in the canonical decomposition @W of the flag variety, and let Xn t t
Ãdenote the associated Schubert subvariety. Let W be the ``opposite big
cell,'' i.e., the quotient TrB where T is the subgroup of unipotent
Ãlower-triangular matrices. By a determinantal subvariety of W we mean
the affine subvariety defined by the ideal of p = p minors of a rectangular
array. More generally, the ideal of p = p minors of a ladder-shaped array
w xdefines a ladder-determinantal variety. In 7 it is proved that an affine
Ã  .Schubert variety X l W is an ideal-theoretic intersection of ladder-de-t
terminantal varieties. The exact characterization of these intersections is
still unknown. In this context, it is desirable to obtain a description of the
primary decomposition of a sum of ladder-determinantal ideals. As a first
step towards this goal we consider the simplest ladders, namely the ones
that are rectangular. Thus, the objective of this article is to establish an
ideal-theoretic intersection recipe for a pair of determinantal-type Schu-
bert varieties. The result may be thought of as an analogue of the Pieri
 w x w x.formula see 3 , 10 . Our methods of investigation are algebraic-combi-
w xnatorial in nature, akin to the ones in 7 .
In order to avoid technicalities and cumbersome notation, we restrict
here to explaining a corollary of Theorem 4 of this article. This corollary is
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the gist of the main result; moreover, it is interesting in its own right. Let
M be an m = n matrix whose entries are indeterminates over k, and let A
be the polynomial ring obtained by adjoining the entries of M to k. By
 .I p, N we mean the ideal of A generated by the p = p minors of the
submatrix N. Fix an s = t submatrix N of M, and two positive integers
 4  4p, q such that p F min m, n , and q F min s, t . Our intersection law
 .  . yields an explicit decomposition of the ideal I p, M q I q, N see Theo-
.rem 4 . To facilitate the description, we define
 4c s min p y q , n y t , s y q q 1
and
w s max p y t y 1, 0, p y q y m y s . 4 .  .
 .Note that neither c nor f is invariant under the transposition m, s l
 .  .n, t . Nevertheless, we do have w q c s p y q s c q w, where the bar
Ã Ädenotes the transpose. We also need certain submatrices N and N
determined by N.
ÃThe matrix N is the s = n submatrix of M having the same rows as N,
Äwhereas the matrix N is the m = t submatrix of M having the same
columns as N.
 .  .  .It is easy to see that I p, M q I q, N s I p, M if and only if p F q.
 .  .  .Likewise, the equality I p, M q I q, N s I q, N is equivalent to having
 .  .  .m y s q n y t F p y q , provided q - p. Henceforth, assume q - p,
 .  .  .  .  .and m y s q n y t ) p y q . Then, I p, M q I q, N is prime if
and only if c F w. Actually, c F w if and only if s - m, t - n, and
 .  .q - p F s q t y q q 1. When w - c , I p, M q I q, N is the intersec-
tion of c y w q 1 prime ideals P given byj
ÄP s I q , N q I p y c , N q I p , M , .  . .0
ÃP s I q , N q I q q w , N q I p , M , .  . .cyw
Ã ÄP s I q , N q I q q c y j, N q I p y c q j, N q I p , M .  . .  .j
for 1 F j - c y w .
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 .  . .Moreover, letting h s height I p, M s m y p q 1 n y p q 1 , and1
 .  . .h s height I q, N s s y q q 1 t y q q 1 we obtain2
height P s h q h y s y q q 1 y c q j t y q q 1 y w y j .  .j 1 2
 .  .for 0 F j F c y w. If I p, M q I q, N is a prime ideal different from
 .  .  .I p, M or I q, N , then its height is h q h y s y q q 1 y c t y q q1 2
.1 y w .
 .If N has the same number of rows or columns as M, then it follows
 .  .from the above that I p, M q I q, N is prime. This property generalizes
as follows. Suppose we have a chain
N ; N ; ??? ; N ,1 2 r
where each N is an m = t submatrix of M. Let p , . . . , p be positivei i 1 r
 .  .integers. Then, I p , N is a prime ideal see Theorem 4 . Assume,i i
 .  .without loss, p - p , t F t , and p y p - t y t for all 1 F i - j F r.i j i j j i j i
Then,
height p , N s m y p q 1 t y p q 1 .  .  . i r r r
q p y p t y p q 1 . .  . iq1 i i i
1Fi-r
w xFor related history the reader is referred to 1, 2, 4]9 .
w xWe take this opportunity to present the following errata to 7 .
Page 1, line 15: Replace ``determinal locus'' by ``determinantal locus''.
Ã .  .Page 3, line 26: Replace ``X u l W '' by ``X u l W ''.i i
w . w .Page 12, line 18: Replace `` l, n '' by `` 1, n ''.
Ä .  .Page 13, line 7: Replace `` b, p, 1 '' by `` b, p, 1 ''.
 .  .Page 13, line 21: Replace ``Seg b, p, i '' by ``Seg b, p, i _ A''.
Page 14, last line: Replace ``r '' by ``t ''.
w x w xPage 18, line 17: Replace ``k« 1, n '' by ``k g 1, n ''.1 1
Page 19, line 29: The equation should be
 .  .  .M* s « a , a M a , a , Z M a , a , Z y M**.Ä Ä Ä2 2 2 2 1 2
 .  .Page 20, line 27: Replace ``z i, j s 1'' by ``z i, i s 1''.
 .  .  .Page 27, line 9: Replace ``I p, L , R ; I q, L *, R '' by ``I q, L , R ;
 .I p, L *, R .''
Page 27, line 19: Replace ``S'' by ``S ''.n
 .  .Page 28, line 2: Replace ``p p, b '' by ``p b, p ''.
Page 28, line 4: Replace ``1-dimensional variety'' by ``1-codimensional
variety.''
Page 28, line 10: Replace ``1 F p F n'' by ``1 F p - n.''
Page 28, line 23: Replace ``r F u '' by ``t F u ''.
 .  .Page 29, line 28: Replace ``X r '' by ``X t .''
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 .1.1 In dealing with subsets of integers we shall employ the interval
w . w xnotation. Thus, a, ` denotes the set of all integers G a, a, b denote the
set of integers m satisfying a F m F b, etc. A uni¨ ector of length l and
w x w .  .  .magnitude m is a map u: 1, l ª 1, ` with u i - u i q 1 for 1 F i - l,
 . < <and u l s m. The range of u is denoted by u . The length and the
 .  .magnitude of a univector u are denoted by l u and m u , respectively. A
positive integer is regarded as a univector of length one. The empty
sequence is called the empty uni¨ ector; its length is 0, its magnitude is 0,
and its range is the empty set.
 .  .Let u, ¨ be univectors of length l. Write u F ¨ if u i F ¨ i for
1 F i F l. This defines a partial order on the set of univectors of fixed
 . .   .  .4length l. Define u n ¨ by setting u n ¨ i s min u i , ¨ i for 1 F i F l.
Then, u n ¨ is a univector. Observe that u n ¨ s ¨ n u, u n ¨ F u, and
u n ¨ F ¨. If w is a univector of length l such that w F u as well as w F ¨
then w F u n ¨ .
 .  .1.2 To a finite set T of integers there corresponds a unique univector
w .  .whose range is the set T l 1, ` ; this univector is denoted by vec T .
 < < < <.Let u, ¨ be univectors. By u [ ¨ we mean the univector vec u j ¨ .
 .  .By sit ¨ , u we mean the univector w of length l ¨ satisfying the equation
 .  ..  .  .¨ [ u w i s ¨ i for 1 F i F l ¨ .
LEMMA 1. Let u F ¨ be uni¨ ectors of length l, n a positi¨ e integer
 . w x < < w x < <G m u , a s min 1, n _ u , and B s max 1, n _ ¨ . Let A and b be arbi-
w x < < w x < <trary elements of 1, n _ u and 1, n _ ¨ , respecti¨ ely. Then u [ a F ¨ [ b,
and u [ A F ¨ [ B
Proof. Let u* s u [ a, ¨* s ¨ [ b. Observe that
i if 1 F i F sit a, u .
u* i s .  u i y 1 if sit a, u - i F l q 1 .  .
and
¡¨ i if 1 F i - sit b , ¨ .  .~b if i s sit b , ¨ .¨* i s . ¢¨ i y 1 if sit b , ¨ - i F l q 1. .  .
 .  .  .  .Clearly, u* i s i F ¨* i for 1 F i F sit a, u . When sit a, u - i either
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .u* i - u i s ¨* i or u* i F ¨ i y 1 - b s ¨* i or u* i F ¨ i y 1
 .s ¨* i .
The inequality u [ A F ¨ [ B can be established analogously.
 . w x w . w x1.3 Let f : 1, n ª 1, ` be an injection. For m F n, let f m s
 w x.. w x  w x..vec f 1, m , and f ) m s vec f n y m q 1, n . More generally, if u
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is a univector of magnitude F n, we define
f u 1 if i s 1, .
part f , u , i s .  vec f u i y 1 q 1, u i if 1 - i F l u . .  .  . .
The partial order on the set of univectors of fixed length can be
w x w .extended to a partial order on the set of injections of 1, n into 1, ` . Let
w x w xf , g be two such injections; write f $ g if f m F g m for 1 F m F n. It is
easy to see that $ is a partial order. The well-known Bruhat order on Sn
 w x.the group of permutations of 1, n is the partial order $ .
LEMMA 2. Let u be a nonempty uni¨ ector of length l q 1 and let n be a
 . w xpositi¨ e integer G m u . Let u , h g S be such that u F u l q 1 , andn
w x w x w x w x w xh l q 1 F u. Then, u l $ u l , and h l F u ) l .
wProof. If l s 0 we have nothing to prove. Assume l G 1. Let ¨ s u l q
xw x w xw x w x w x1 l , w s h l q 1 ) l . By hypotheses u l F ¨ , as well as w F u ) l .
w x .  .Let e be such that u l q 1 e s u l q 1 . Then, we have
¨ i if 1 F i - e, .w xu l i s .  w xu l q 1 i q 1 if e F i F l. .
 . w x . w x .Since ¨ i s u l q 1 i - u l q 1 i q 1 for e F i - l, it follows that
w x¨ F u l .
w x .  .Similarly assuming h l q 1 d s h l q 1 we have
w xh l q 1 i if 1 F i - e, .w xh l i s .  w i if e F i F l. .
w x . w x .  . w xSince h l q 1 i - h l q 1 i q 1 s w i for 1 F i - e the inequality h l
F w follows.
 .  .1.4 Let u be a univector of length l, and n a positive integer G m u .
Define
u i if 1 F i F l , .
perm u , n i s .  .  w x w xmin 1, n _ perm u , n i y 1 if l - i F n , .
and
u l y i q 1 if 1 F i F l , .
Perm u , n i s .  .  w x w xmax 1, n _ Perm u , n i y 1 if l - i F n. .
 .  . w xThen, perm u, n and Perm u, n are permutations of 1, n .
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LEMMA 3. Let u be a uni¨ ector of length l and let n be a positi¨ e integer
 . w x w xsuch that m u F n. Let u , h g S be such that u F u l , and h l F u.n
 .  .Then, perm u, n $ u , and h $ Perm u, n .
Proof. Consider a positive integer m F n. If m F l, then repeated
 .w x w x w xapplications of Lemma 2 yields perm u, n m F u m and h m F
 .Perm u, n . If l F m, we proceed by induction on m. The hypotheses
 .wcoincide with the claims when m s l. Assume l - m F n, perm u, n m y
x w x w x  .w x1 F u m y 1 , and h m y 1 F Perm u, n m y 1 . Now the rest follows
from Lemma 1.
 .  .1.5 For a nonempty subset P : S of permutations let L P be the setn
 < 4  .u g S u $ h for all h g P . If L P has a unique maximal element withn
respect to $ , it is denoted by min P.
Let a , b g S . By the phrase ``a n b exists'' we mean there is an
w x w x w xpermutation g g S such that g m s a m n b m for 1 F m F n. It isn
easy to see that a n b exists if and only if
w x w x w x w xa m n b m ; a m q 1 n b m q 1 for 1 F m - n.
 4THEOREM 1. min a , b exists if and only if a n b exists. Moreo¨er, the
two are equal.
 4Proof. If a n b exists then it is easily seen to be the min a , b .
 4Conversely, assume that the min a , b exists and denote it by t . Fix an
w x w x w xm g 1, n . Let w s a m n b m . Then, from Lemma 3 it follows that
 .  .  .perm w, n $ a as well as perm w, n $ b. Hence, perm w, n $ t . In
 .w x w x  4. w xparticular, w s perm w, n m $ t m . Since t g L a , b , we have t m
w x w x w x w xF a m and t m F b m . Hence, we must have w s t m .
 .  .  .1.6 Let u be a univector. By seg u we mean the univector vec A [
 .  <  .  .  . 4   ..l u where A s i i - l u and u i q 1 ) u i q 1 . Note that m seg u
 .  .s l u . If seg u has length r, u is said to be r-segmented. A segment is a
1-segmented univector. An r-segmented univector u has a unique decom-
< < < <position u s u [ ??? [ u where each u is a segment and u l u s B1 r i i j
for i / j. The univector u is called the ith segment of u. Note thati
  . .u s part u, seg u , i .i
LEMMA 4. Let u, ¨ be uni¨ ectors of length l, and let a, b be positi¨ e
integers. Also, let u* s u [ a, and ¨* s ¨ [ b.
 .  .  . < <i Assume u is a segment, m u - a, and b - ¨ 1 . Then, u n ¨ ;
< <  .  .  .u* n ¨* if and only if either ¨ l F u l or u 1 F b.
 .  .  . w x < <  .ii Assume m u F n, m ¨ F n, a s max 1, n _ u , and sit a, u F
 .  . w x < <sit b, ¨ . Then, u* n ¨* s u n ¨ [ b. Furthermore, if b s max 1, n _ ¨
w x < <then b s max 1, n _ u n ¨ .
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 .   .4Proof. First, consider i . Setting c s min a, ¨ l we have
¨* if ¨ l F u l , .  .
u* n ¨* s  u [ c if u 1 F b. .
In either case the claimed containment is evident.
 .  .  .Conversely, assume b - u 1 and u l - ¨ l . Let r be the least integer
w x  .  .in 1, l such that u j - ¨ j . Then we have
b if i s 1,¡¨
i y 1 if 2 F i F r , .~u* n ¨* i s .  .
u i if r - i F l , .¢
c if i s l q 1.
 . < < < <Clearly u r is in u n ¨ but not in the set u* n ¨* .
 .To establish assertion ii note that we may assume, without any loss,
 .  .sit a, u s 1. In the case sit b, ¨ s 1 there is nothing to prove. Assume
 .sit b, ¨ ) 1. Then u must be a segment of magnitude n. Hence, ¨ F u,
and u* n ¨* s ¨ [ b.
LEMMA 5. Let u, ¨ be uni¨ ectors of length l. Let b, a be positi¨ e integers
 .  .  .  . < <such that m u - a, b - ¨ 1 . Let s s seg u , and r s l s . Then, u n ¨
< .  . <; u [ a n ¨ [ b if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
 .   ..   ..  .i Either r - 1, or ¨ s 1 F u s 1 , or u 1 F b.
 .   ..   ..   . .ii For 2 F i F r, either ¨ s i - u s i or u s i y 1 q 1 F
  ..¨ s i y 1 .
Proof. Write u s u [ ??? [ u , and ¨ s ¨ [ ??? [ ¨ where u s1 r 1 r i
 .  .  .part u, s , i and ¨ s part ¨ , s , i . Note that u n ¨ s part u n ¨ , s , i .i i i
U   . . U   ..For 1 F i F r, let u s u [ u s i q 1 and ¨ s ¨ [ ¨ s i y 1 .i i i i
 .  .  U U .  U U .Then we have u [ a n ¨ [ b s u n ¨ [ ??? [ u n ¨ . Further-i 1 r r
< < < .  . < < < < U U <more, u n ¨ ; u [ a n ¨ [ b if and only if u n ¨ ; u n ¨ fori i i i
 . U U 1 F i F r. Applying i of Lemma 4 to the data u , ¨ , u , ¨ for each ii i i i
.separately we obtain the desired result.
LEMMA 6. Let u, ¨ be uni¨ ectors of length l. Let a, b be positi¨ e integers
< < < <  .  .such that a is not in the set u , b is not in the set ¨ , and sit b, ¨ F sit a, u .
Let
T s seg u D sit a, u y 1 l sit b , ¨ , sit a, u y 1 , 4 .  .  .  . .
s s vec T , r s l s . .  .
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< < < .  . <Then, u n ¨ ; u [ a n ¨ [ b if and only if the following conditions
are satisfied.
 .   ..   ..   ..i Either r - 1, or ¨ s 1 F u s 1 , or u sit b, ¨ F b.
 .   ..   ..   . .ii For 2 F i F r, either ¨ s i F u s i , or u s i y 1 q 1 F
  ..¨ s i y 1 .
 .  .Proof. Let u s vec A and ¨ s vec B where
<A s u i sit b , ¨ F i - sit a, u , 4 .  .  .
<B s ¨ i sit b , ¨ F i - sit a, u . 4 .  .  .
 .  .  .  .Then, letting s s seg u we have sit b, ¨ y 1 q s i s s i for 1 F i F r.
< < < .  . <The containment u n ¨ ; u [ a n ¨ [ b is easily seen to be equiva-
< < < .  . <lent to the containment u n ¨ ; u [ a n ¨ [ b . Applying Lemma 5
 .  .to u, ¨ , a, b, yields i , ii .
 .  .2.1 Let n denote an integer G 2. An integer pair s, t is said to be
 .n, p -admissible provided s q t - n q p. It is said to be p-trimmed pro-
vided p F s as well as p F t.
 .  .Let p, s, t be positive integers such that s, t is n, p -admissible, and
p-trimmed. Define
n q 1 y 1 if 1 F i - p ,¡~n q p y s y i if p F i F t ,p i s . ¢ w x w xmax 1, n _ p i y 1 if t - i F n.
w xThen, p is a permutation of 1, n . It is more advantageous to use the
 < .notation p n, p, s t to denote this permutation.
 . w xRemark. This construction is a special case of 2.9 of 7 .
Some immediate consequences of the definition are listed below. We
 < .abbreviate p n, p, s t to p . Also, let m denote a positive integer F n.
 w x .1. p s Perm p t , n .
m if 1 F m - p ,¡
m y p q 1 [ m if p F m F t ,~ w x.2. seg p m s
t y p q 1 [ m if t - m F s q t y p ,¢m if s q t y p - m F n.
1 if 1 F m F t ,¡~t y p q 2 if t - m F s q t y p q 1,  . w x.3. sit p m , p m y 1 s ¢1 if s q t y p q 1 - m F n.
  . w x.4. Let 2 F m, and suppose r s sit p m , p m y 1 - m. Then,
w xp m s p m y 1 r y 1 provided m / p. .  .
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w x  w x.5. Let W s p m (seg p m . Thenm
n if 1 F m - p ,¡
n y s if p s 1 and m F t ,~n y s [ n if p ) 1 and p F m F t ,W sm
n y s [ n if t - m F s q t y p ,¢n if s q t y p - m F n.
 .2.2 In the following, let p, p9, s, s9, t, t9 be positive integers such that
 .   ..  .  .s, t resp. s9, t9 is p-trimmed resp. p9-trimmed , and n, p -admissible
  . .  < .  < .resp. n, p9 -admissible . Let a s p n, p, s t , and b s p n, p9, s9 t9 .
LEMMA 7. a $ b if and only if
max 0, s9 y s , t9 y t , s9 y s q t9 y t F p9 y p . 4 .  .  .  .  .
w x w x  .  .Proof. Let u s a t9 , ¨ s b t9 , and s s seg ¨ . Since b s Perm ¨ , n ,
in view of Lemma 4 the inequality a $ b is equivalent to u F ¨ . Next,
note that u F ¨ if and only if
) u(s i F ¨ (s i for 1 F i F l s . .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .If either p9 - p or p9 y p - t9 y t then
n y s9 s ¨ (s 1 - u(s 1 s n y p9 q 1. .  .  .  .
 .  .Henceforth assume p F p9 as well as t9 y t F p9 y p . Then,
n q p y s y p9 if t9 F t ,
u(s 1 s .  .  n q p y s y p9 q t9 y t if t F t9. .
 .  . .  . .In the case of l s s 2, the inequality u(s 2 F ¨ (s 2 clearly
 . .holds since ¨ (s 2 s n. In conclusion, u F ¨ if and only if
max n q p y s y p9, n q p y s y p9 q t9 y t F n y s9. 4 .
  .  .LEMMA 8. Assume t F t9. Let f s max p9 y t, p9 y t y s9 y s q
4  4 w x1, 1 , and c s min t9 y t, p9 y p, s y p q 1 . Let m be an integer in 2, n ,
w x w x  .  .u s a m y 1 , ¨ s b m y 1 , a s a m , and b s b m . Then,
< <9 u n ¨ ; u [ a n ¨ [ b .  .  .
w xholds if and only if m does not belong to the inter¨ al t q f, t q c . In
particular, a n b exists if and only if f ) c .
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Proof. The argument is divided into four cases.
 .  .  .Case 1. sit a, u s sit b, ¨ . Then 9 follows from Lemma 6.
 .  .  .Case 2. sit a, u - sit b, ¨ . If sit a, u s 1 then u is a segment with
 .  .u 1 y 1 s a. Otherwise sit a, u s t y p q 2. Then t9 - m F s9 q t9 y
 .p9 q 1, u is 2-segmented, a s n q t y p y m q 2, and ¨ t y p q 2 s n
 .  .  .y s9 y t9 y t q p9 y p q 1. In either of these cases, 9 follows from
 .ii of Lemma 6.
 .  .  .Case 3. sit a, u ) sit b, ¨ ) 1. Clearly, sit a, u s t y p q 2 and
 .sit b, ¨ s t9 y p9 q 2. The first segment of ¨ has length t9 y p9 q 1
which, in the present case, is less than the length of the first segment of u.
 .  .  .Note that u t9 y p9 q 2 F b and therefore, 9 follows from Lemma 6 ii .
 .  . Case 4. sit a, u ) sit b, ¨ s 1. We must have m F min t9, s q t y
4  .  .p q 1 , sit a, u s t y p q 2, t - m, and u 1 s n q p y s y t.
When m - p9, it is easy to see that u F ¨ and u [ a F ¨ [ b. If
  .  .  .4max t q p9 y s y s9 y s , t q p9 y p - m then ¨ F u and ¨ [ b F
u [ a.
Thus, the entire argument is reduced to the case where t - m F t9, and
  .  .  .4p9 F m F max t q p9 y p y s9 y s , t q p9 y p . As before, we use
 .Lemma 6 to get the equivalence of 9 and the inequality n q p y s y t F
 .n y s9 q p9 y m. This inequality, and hence 9 , fails to hold only when
t q f F m F t q c .
LEMMA 9. As abo¨e, assume t F t9. Then, the following are equi¨ alent.
 .i a n b does not exist.
 .ii s - s9, t - t9, and p - p9 F s q t y p q 1.
 .Proof. In view of Lemma 8 assertion i is equivalent to f F c .
 .If s9 F s, f G p9 y p q 1 ) c . If either t s t9 or p9 F p, then f G
1 ) 0 G c . Finally, if s q t y p q 1 - p9 then f G p9 y t ) s y p q 1 G
c .
 .3.1 Let n, r, p F ??? F p F t*, and s F ??? F s be positive integers1 r 1 r
 .  .such that p F s for 1 F i F r, p y p F s y s for 1 F i - r, andi i iq1 i iq1 i
 < .s q t* - n q p for 1 F i F r. Let a s p n, p , s t* for 1 F i F r.i i i i i
 .Let d s n y t* y p q 1 y s for 1 F i F r. Definei i i
d q i if 1 F i F t* y p q 1,¡ r r~d q i if 1 F j - r and t* y p q 1 - i F t* y p q 1,W i s . j jq1 jr ¢n y t* q i if t* y p q 1 - i F t*.1
Then, W is a univector of length t*.r
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LEMMA 10. We ha¨e
w x w xW s a t* n ??? n a t* and Perm W , n s a n ??? n a . .r 1 r r 1 r
Proof. For univectors u, ¨ of equal length, Lemma 4 guarantees the
equality
Perm u , n n Perm ¨ , n s Perm u n ¨ , n . .  .  .
Therefore, it suffices to prove only the first of the two claims. The proof is
by induction on r.
w xSince W is clearly the same as a t* , our assertion is valid for r s 1. It1 1
w xis enough to prove W s W n a t* when r ) 1. Let u , u be the firstr ry1 r 1 2
w x  .and the second segments of a t* . Then, l u s t* y p q 1. Let ¨ ber 1 r
w xdefined by the equation W s W t* y p q 1 [ ¨ . Observe that u Fry1 ry1 r 1
w xW t* y p q 1 , and ¨ F u . The rest follows.ry1 r 2
 .  .3.2 Let n, s, s9, t, t9, p, p9 be as in 2.2 . In addition, assume s - s9,
t - t9, p - p9, and p9 F s q t y p q 1. Let q, q9 be integers with p F q F
 .  .  .  .p9, p F q9 F p9, q y p F s9 y s , and p9 y q9 F s9 y s . Suppose
 .   ..  .  .that s9, t resp. s, t9 is q-trimmed resp. q9-trimmed and n, q -admis-
  . .  < .sible resp. n, q9 -admissible . Let g , d be the permutations p n, p, s t n
 < .  < .  < .p n, q, s9 t and p n, q9, s t9 n p n, p9, s9 t9 , respectively. Their exis-
tence is guaranteed by Lemma 10.
  . 4LEMMA 11. Let f, c be as in Lemma 8, f* s max f, p9 y q q 1 ,
 4 w x w xand c * s min c , q9 y p . Let m be an integer in 2, n , u s g m y 1 ,
w x  .  .¨ s d m y 1 , a s g m , and b s d m . Then, the containment
< <0 u n ¨ ; u [ a n ¨ [ b .  .  .
w xholds if and only if m does not belong to the inter¨ al t q f*, t q c * . In
particular, g n d exists if and only if f* ) c *.
 .Proof. As before, Lemma 4 guarantees 0 in the case m ) t9. It is easy
 .to verify 0 when either m - q9 or m F t. In the first case u F ¨ and
 .  .  .  .u [ a F ¨ [ b . In the second case sit a, u s sit b, ¨ . Therefore, from
 4  .now on, assume max t q 1, q9 F m F t9. Then, note that 1 s sit b, ¨ -
 .  .sit a, u , and u 1 s n q q y s9 y t.
The rest of the proof is an exercise in the application of Lemma 6.
Below, let s be as in Lemma 6.
 .Case 1. sit a, u s t y q q 2. Here we have p9 F s q t y p q 1 - m,
 .b s n q p9 y s9 y m, and s s t y q q 1. If u 1 ) b, then it follows that
 .  .¨ t y q q 1 F n y s9 s u t y q q 1 .
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 .  .Case 2. sit a, u s t y p q 2, and u 1 F b. In this case m F s q t y p
q 1, m y p9 - t y q q 1, and s s t y q q 1 [ t y p q 1. If ¨ t y p q
.  .1 ) n y s s u t y p q 1 then we must have p q m y t F q9 and hence
u t y q q 2 s n q p y s y q q 1 F ¨ t y q q 1 .  .
s n q q9 y s y m q t y q q 1.
 .  .Case 3. sit a, u s t y p q 2, and u 1 ) b. In this case p9 F m F s q
t y p q 1, b s n q p9 y s9 y m, and s s t y q q 1 [ t y p q 1. Our hy-
 . pothesis u 1 ) b translates to t y q q 1 F m y p9. Hence, ¨ t y q q
.  .  .  .1 F n y s9 s u t y q q 1 . Now, 0 fails to hold only when u t y p q 1
 .  .s n y s - ¨ t y p q 1 as well as ¨ t y q q 1 s n y s9 y
 .  .m y p9 y t q q y 1 - n q p y s y q q 1 s u t y q q 2 . These are
 .  .equivalent to m F t q q9 y p and t q p9 y p y s9 y s q 1 F m,
respectively.
LEMMA 12. Let f, c be as in Lemma 8 and assume 1 F j F c y f.
Then, the following hold.
 .  .  .  .i s9, t is p9 y c -trimmed, n, p9 y c -admissible. Furthermore,
 < .a n p n, p9 y c , s9 t n b exists.
 .  .  .  .ii s, t9 is f q p y 1 -trimmed, n, f q p y 1 -admissible. Fur-
 < .thermore, a n p n, f q p y 1, s t9 n b exists.
 .  .  .  .  .iii s9, t is p9 y c q j -trimmed, n, p9 y c q j -admissible; s, t9
 .  . is p q c y j -trimmed, n, p q c y j -admissible, and a n p n, p9 y
< .  < .c q j, s9 t n p n, p q c y j, s t9 n b exists.
Proof. Note that our hypothesis s - s9, t - t9, p - p9 F s q t y p q 1
 .imply f F c . Assertion iii is vacuous unless f - c . In each case, the
claims of ``admissibility'' and ``trim'' are straightforward to verify.
 .Setting q s p9 y c , q9 s p9 in Lemma 11, we obtain i . Setting q s p9,
 .  .q9 s f q p y 1 in Lemma 11 yields ii . To establish iii , let q s p9 y f,
q9 s p q f and apply Lemma 11.
THEOREM 2. Let u g S be a permutation satisfying u $ a , u $ b. Setn
 4e s max 0, c y f q 1 ,
<t s a n p n , p9 y c , s9 t n b , .0
<t s a n p n , f q p y 1, s t9 n b , .e
< <t s a n p n , p9 y c q j, s9 t n p n , p q c y j, s t9 n b .  .j
for 1 F j - e.
 .I If f s c then, either u $ t or u $ t .0 e
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 .II If f - c then there exists an integer i satisfying 0 F i F e and
such that u $ t .i
w x w x < < w x < <Proof. Let u s u t , ¨ s u t9 . Let A s u l 1, n y s9 , B s ¨ l
w x < < w x < < w x w x1, n y s9 , E s u l 1, n y s , and F s ¨ l 1, n y s . Since u F a t ,
 .  . it follows that u t y p q 1 F n y s. Hence, t y p q 1 F card E card
.  .stands for ``cardinality'' . Likewise, ¨ t9 y p9 q 1 F n y s9 and hence
 .t9 y p9 q 1 F card B .
< < < <  .  .Note that u ; ¨ , A ; E ; F, B ; F, and card E q card B y
 .  .card A F card F . It follows that,
t y p q 1 q t9 y p9 q 1 y card A F card F . .  .
This inequality enables us to obtain the following.
 .  .  .a If t y p9 q c q 1 F card A then u t y p9 q c q 1 F n y s9.
 .  .  .b If t9 y f y p q 2 F card F then ¨ t9 y f y p q 2 F n y s.
 .  .  .c If card A F t y p9 q c as well as card F F t9 y f y p q 1,
 . then letting j s t y p9 q c q 1 y card A we have 1 F j F c y f, u t y
.  .p9 q c y j q 1 F n y s9, and ¨ t9 y p y c q j q 1 F n y s.
 .  < .In view of Lemma 3 and ) the inequality u $ p n, p9 y c q h, s9 t
 .  .with 0 F h F c y f is equivalent to u t y p9 q c y h q 1 F n y s9.
 < . Similarly, the inequality u $ p n, p q c y h, s t9 with 1 F h F c y f q
.  .  .  .1 is equivalent to ¨ t9 y p y c q h q 1 F n y s. Therefore, I , II
 .  .  .follow from a , b , c .
THEOREM 3. Suppose e G 1, 0 F i, h F e, and t $ t . Then, i s h.i h
Proof. For 0 F r F e let l s p9 y c q r, m s t q c y r q 1, andr r
define
w xu s vec n y s9 q 1, n y s9 q p9 y c q r , .r
w x w x¨ s vec 1, t y p q 1 [ vec n y s q 1, n y s q p q c y r . .  .r
Then, u is a segment of length l , ¨ is a 2-segmented univector of lengthr r r
 .m , and seg ¨ s t y p q 1 [ m . Clearly, p F l F p9 y f for 0 F r - e,r r r r
and t - m F t q c for 0 - r F e.r
It is straightforward to verify that, for 0 F r - e and 0 F j F e we have
w xa l 1 s n q p y s y l G n y s9 q 1, .r r
w xb l 1 s n y l q 1 G n y s9 q 1, .r r
< w xp n , p q c y j, s t9 l 1 G n q p q c y j y s y l G n y s9 q 1, .  . . r r
n y p9 q c y r q 1 if r - j,
< w xp n , p9 y c q j, s9 t l 1 s . . r  n y s9 q j y r if j F r .
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Likewise, for 0 - r F e and 0 F j F e we have
w xa m t y p q 1 s n y s, .r
w xb m t y p q 2 s n y m y t q p y 1 q 1 G n y s q 1, .  .r r
< w xp n , p9 y c q j, s9 t m t y p q 1 G n y m q t y p q 1 G n y s, . . r r
< w xp n , p q c y j, s t9 m t y p q 2 . . r
n y m y t q p y 1 q 1 if j - r , .rs  n y s y j q r if r F j.
It follows that,
<w x w x w xu F a l , u F b l , u F p n , p q c y j, s t9 l , .r r r r r r
< w xu F p n , p9 y c q j, s9 t l iff r - j; .r r
<w x w x w x¨ F a m , ¨ F b m , ¨ F p n , p9 y c q j, s9 t l , .r r r r r r
< w x¨ F p n , p q c y j, s t9 l iff j - r . .r r
w x w xEvidently, u F t l m r - j, and ¨ F t m m j - r.r j r r j r
The proof is divided into two cases. Case 1. Suppose i ) h. Then, the
w x w xhypothesis t $ t leads to the impossible inequality u F t l F t l .i h h i r h r
Hence i F h. Case 2. Suppose i - h. Then again, we are led to the absurd
w x w xinequality ¨ F t m F t m . Therefore, we must have i s h.h i r h r
 .4.1 Let k be a field, let n be a positive integer, and let z be ani j
indeterminate over k for 1 F j - i F n. Define
z if 1 F j - i F ni j
Z si j  d if 1 F i F j F n ,i j
where d is the Kronecker delta. Let Z denote the n = n lower-triangulari j
w x  < .matrix Z . By Z s t we denote the s = t submatrix of Z determined byi j
 < .the last s rows and the first t columns, i.e., the ijth entry of Z s t is Zr j
 < .  < .with r s n y s q i. Note that Z s t is a submatrix of Z u ¨ whenever
s F u, t F ¨ .
w xBy k Z we mean the ring of polynomials in the indeterminates z withi j
coefficients in k. For a submatrix Y of Z, and a positive integer p, let
 . w xI Y be the ideal of k Z generated by the p = p minors of Y. Observep
 . w xthat I Y s k Z if and only if there exists a p = p minor of Y whichp
  < .. w xequals 1. In particular, I Z s t s k Z if and only if n q p F s q t. Onp
  < ..the other hand, I Z s t s 0 only when either s - p or t - p. Hence-p
  < ..  .forth, in dealing with ideals of the type I Z s t we tacitly assume s, tp
 .to be n, p -admissible and p-trimmed.
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We recollect some definitions and known results.
 .1. Let FL n denote the variety of full flags on an n-dimensional
w x  .  .  .k-vector-space. As in 7 , let FL n s @W t where W t is the Bruhat
Ã cell corresponding to t g S . Let W denote the ``opposite big cell'' rela-n
Ã. w xtive to this decomposition . Then, k Z is the affine coordinate ring of W.
 .  .2. The zariski-closure of W t in FL n is, by definition, the
 .  .  .Schubert variety X t . We have X u : X h if and only if u $ h.
 .  .  .  4.Further, X u l X h is the union of all X t with t g L u , h . The
Ã .  .  .affine variety X t l W is denoted by V t ; it is zariski-dense in X t .
  < .. w x3. The ideal I Z s t of k Z is the prime ideal corresponding top
 .  < .  .V p where p s p n, p, s t . In this case, the variety X p is said to be of
determinantal type. Each Schubert variety is an intersection of determinan-
 w x.tal-type Schubert varieties see Theorem 3 of 7 .
  < .. 4. A sum of ideals of the type I Z s t is itself a radical ideal. Thisp
w x w x .follows from Theorem 3 of 7 and Corollary 5.6 of 9 .
In view of the above, the results of the previous section can now be
restated in terms of intersections of determinantal-type Schubert varieties.
For this purpose it is convenient to retain the notation introduced in the
 < .previous section. In particular, recall that a s p n, p, s t , b s
 < .   .  . 4 p n, p9, s9 t9 , f s max p9 y t, p9 y p y s9 y s q 1, 1 , c s min t9 y
4  4t, p9 y p, s y p q 1 , and e s max 0, c y f q 1 .
 .  .THEOREM 4. Let X s X a l X b .
 .  .   < ..   < ..i X s X a if and only if I Z s9 t9 : I z s t if and only ifp9 p
  .  .  .  .4  .max 0, s9 y s , t9 y t , s9 y s q t9 y t F p9 y p .
 .ii Assume t F t9. Then, X has exactly e q 1 irreducible components.
 .  .In fact, X s X t j ??? j X t where t are as in Theorem 2.0 e i
 .iii Assume t F t9. Let
< <J s I Z s t , J9 s I Z s9 t9 , .  . .  .p p9
< <H q s I Z s9 t , H9 q s I Z s t9 . .  .  .  . .  .q q
 .  .Let P s J q H p9 y c q J9, P s J q H9 p q f y 1 q J9, and P s0 e r
 .  .J q H p9 y c q r q H9 p q c y r q J9 for 1 F r - e. Then, P is ai
prime ideal for 0 F i F e, and J q J9 s P l ??? l P .0 e
 .  .   < ..iv Let J p, s s I Z s t , and let r be a positi¨ e integer. Then thep
 .  .ideal J p , s q ??? qJ p , s is prime.1 1 r r
 .  .  .Proof. Clearly, X s X a if and only if X a : X b if and only if
 .  .  .a $ b if and only if V a : V b . Hence, i follows from Lemma 7.
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Now assume t F t9. Then, Lemma 8 tells us that X is irreducible if and
only if f ) c . On the other hand, when f F c , Lemma 9 guarantees that
 .the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied and thus we have X s X t 0
 .j ??? j X t . It follows from Theorem 3 that the permutations t aree i
 .mutually incomparable with respect to $ . This establishes ii .
 .  .  .  .  .Obviously, V a l V b s V t j ??? j V t . Assertion iii is the0 e
 .ideal-theoretic formulation of this description. Similarly, iv is the ideal-
theoretic formulation of Lemma 10.
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